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April 2019 thru March 2020

Just north of NE Napolean
Drive and NE Adams Dairy
Parkway.

Blue Springs
Public Art Commission

Blue Springs City Council
Mayor Carson Ross

Jeff Carpenter
Eleanor Frasier
Greta Hoener
Kerri Cole
Ramon Magee
Lawrence Randall
Kathe White

District 1
Galen Ericson
Jerry Kaylor
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Cultivate

Just south of NE Napolean
Drive and NE Adams Dairy
Parkway.

District 2
Kent Edmondson
Chris Lievsay
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Basics #31

Just south of E Walnut Street
and NE Adams Dairy
Parkway.

District 3
Ron Fowler
Susan Culpepper

BLUE SPRINGS PUBLIC
ART COMMISSION

“Momentum” 2019 Temporary Art Exhibit, located along Adams Dairy Parkway

2019
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Wheels

to vote for your favorite piece from the

BLUE SPRINGS TEMPORARY
PUBLIC ART EXHIBITION

1

At the corner of NE R.D. Mize
Road and NE Adams Dairy
Parkway.

Sponsored by
Blue Springs Parks and Recreation Department

www.bluespringsgov.com/momentum

Inchoate

Thursday, June 13, 6-7:30 p.m.
Adams Pointe Golf Club
601 NE Mize Road
Blue Springs, MO 64014

Visit

PUBLIC ART RECEPTION

Peoples' Choice!
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You are invited to the

Financial assistance for this project has been provided by
the Missouri Association of Community Arts Agencies and
the Missouri Arts Council, a state agency, with Challenge
America funds from the National Endowment for the Arts,
who believes that a great nation deserves great art.

Public Art Commission
425 Mock Ave.
Blue Springs, MO 64014
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WHEELS

INCHOATE

JONATHON BOWLING

LUKE WILLIAM ACHTERBERG

1

TIM JORGENSEN

Cedar Falls, IA

Lexington, KY

www.lukeachterberg.com

Artist Statement

Artist Statement

The sculpture titled
Cultivate depicts a cluster
of seeds as they are cast
into the air. The human
scale seeds are created
with the idea of the
movement of people
around the world. It is
through the creation of
this sculpture a connection
is made between the
footprint we leave as
humans and the natural
world. From the moment
we move off on our own
until the day we find our
lifetime destination we are
floating through the wind
destined to find what we
are looking for.

Artist Statement
For the past 12 years I have been focused on public
art, largely equestrian. These pieces are made with the
intention of staying outdoors in a public area without
the need for extensive maintenance. I have been using
a forge to give the mane and tails organic curves, a
contrast to the construction of the body. The materials
I use are often from the turn of the last century,
which I feel is appropriate for depicting an animal so
intertwined with our agrarian past.
Repurposed steel provides a sound structure which
allows me to work on a scale that lends itself to public
spaces.

Jonathan Bowling
Greenville, NC

jonathanbowling.com

MATTHIAS NEUMANN

4
Tim
Jorgensen

Luke William
Achterberg

“Inchoate” is in the “I” series,
the overall form of the work
is a reflection of the first
letter of the work’s title.

BASICS #31
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This work explores
relationships between fine
art and my experiences in
subcultures of Americana;
namely automotive
customization, style writing
(calligraphy and graffiti),
comic books, skate/
snowboarding, and street
art. I continually play with
balance, both physical and
aesthetic, creating a visual
smoothness or sleekness,
what I would call “Super
Sleek.”

CULTIVATE

Matthais
Neumann

Brooklyn, NY

Artist Statement
Educated as an architect
in Germany, and based in
Brooklyn, New York, my
work fluctuates between
a wide range of media,
with a particular focus on
installations in the public
sphere. A recurring interest
is the détournement of
space, material assembly
and related processes
in ways that allow the
audience to appropriate
and relate to the work
through its materiality and
spatial form.
Over the past 4 years I have
been engaged with a series
of public interventions
under the title “Basics”,
exploring notions of
what it might mean for
conceiving of sculpture as
a temporary installation
within a public space in
term of its materiality and
spatial form.

